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course, are found much farther back than 
Bentham--is to concentrate on the positive PROMETHEUSpoint being made in the area which the parti-
cular rroralist really wants to handle and 
write off the negative propaganda as the 
mistake which it usually is--though it can, 
of course, be useful in so far as it points 
out the limitations of other methods. 
It follows that the contemporary search 
for "a moral theory," meaning a single legi-
timate form for all justifications, is mis-
guided. I find it particularly disturbing 
that this red herring has become so praninent 
in =rent discussions about animals, because 
there is difficulty enough in getting proper 
attention for the matter without wasting it 
on these academic artifacts. Both "rights" 
language and consequence language have their 
place in this as in other rroral fields. 
Since, however, both have been distorted and 
corrupted by scholars, and since many ques-
tions are best dealt with by other ways of 
talking, I often avoid both and refer to 
=rent academic debates as seldom as possi-
ble. 
This brings us to (2) , where the point 
is essentially the same. Doubt about what 
practical suggestions I am making has been 
expressed by other academics before VanDe-
Veer, but it doesn't extend to the general 
public. This is clear from many letters sent 
to me, notably from one lately sent by a man 
who said that I had literally forced him to 
change his life. (He is now an organic far-
mer in the Hebrides and an ardent campaigner 
on behalf of fann animals.) It is true that 
I did not spell out practical conclusions in 
the book, and for the following reasons. 
When I came to the last chapter, T saw that I 
had the choice of lifting up my voice and 
howling or simply letting my readers draw 
their own conclusions from what I had written 
so far. Howling does have a point, and I do 
sometimes do it. But it has the drawback of 
making people react-"'"'IIDre especially academ-
ics--by providing tllem with something to 
contradict. Since contradiction is their 
lIDst dearly ingrained professional habit, and 
substitute for action, this is counter-pro-
ductive. What I had done was to denolish 
systematically the traditional intellectual 
justifications for =rent treatment of ani-
mals. Each individual has then to consider 
how he or she is going to make do without 
those justifications. Nobody can force them 
to drink the water to which they have been 
led, and I did not try to. In any case, for 
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all moral questions, the query "how far ought 
we to go towards getting rid of this iniqui-
ty?" is not a useful or even very clear one 
at the point where we are only starting. 
(For instance, ought all prisons to be abol-
ished? Ought nobody ever to lose his/her 
temper? Ought inequality of income to be 
made actually impossible?) Again, the habit 
of rushing straight to such questions, which 
can't actually be dealt with, seems to me an 
academic vice which teachers should be res-
training in their pupils, not actively en-
couraging as they are at present--it is a 
displacement activity. 
You will see that my whole view of Iili-
losophy is a somewhat peculiar one by pre-
sent-day standards. If this mystifies any-
one, my other books exist to explain it, and 
I have dealt directly with the matter in an 
article called "Philosophizing Out In the 
World" in Social Research 52/3 (1985). The 
last section of my ~ and Man is also to 
the point. 
Yours, etc., 
Mary Midgley 
u.s. 
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